DYSDALE L2

Project Scope
Desk spaces required = 115 (excl. exams)
Lockers required = 211
Storage required = 37+ (exact requirement tbc)

Desks (1200x800) = 132 (excl. exams)
Lockers (4 tier 400x470) = 216
Storage (3 shelf 800x470x1605) = 47

There are 17 additional desks
There are 5 spare lockers
There are approx. 10 additional storage cupboards
Mapping of storage and zoning of staff/quiet/quiet zones

Digital Consultation Room (small - furniture pod) = 2
Digital Consultation Room (large - built) = 7
4 Person Meeting Room = 4
6 Person Meeting Room = 2

There is a total of 15 consultation/meeting rooms
which equates to 1 for every 8.8 workstations.
Additionally there is access to L1 consultation rooms
for meetings with students.

SU Scope @ DYSDALE L2:
Desks (1200x800) = 30
Lockers (4 tier 400x470) = 32
Storage (3 shelf 800x470x1605) = 15
Recording Room = 1
4 Person Meeting Room = 2
6 Person Meeting Room = 1
Safe Space = 1
Student Common Room = 1

1. This drawing has been produced for sole use on this project and is not intended for use by any other person.
2. Do not scale this drawing in either paper or digital form. Use figured dimensions only.
3. All external dimensions are measured from FMF (fixed furniture marking).
4. This drawing is not intended for construction unless specifically described as such.
5. Changes shown test issues.
6. For any queries or comments please contact RSS on info@rssa.co.uk
7. Proposed site layout is subject to change and subject to detailed design.
8. SU layout presented following client consultation.
9. Digital consultation rooms furniture is subject to final procurement, with loose chairs to include acoustic wall panels.
10. Copyright RSS (U.K.)